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STJ}.MARY

Variations in diffuser efficiency are created by injecting mass

in the fonn of circular jets just upstream of the diffr.rser inlet. Diffuser

efficienq¡ can be decreased from 82.Seo to 74.0% with the nass flow in the

:-L- a aO. -a !I-- ----: - î1 ^-- 'ff-^ al--- 
--^1-^-:-*- 
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rvere rrisuaTized using the liquid film technique. Pitot traverses were per-

formed to evaluate the flow nechanisms rvithin the diffuser. Decrea-sj-ng the

nass flor^¡ in the jet results in'a simple decrease in the nagnitude of the

flow mechanisrns arormd the jet a¡rd rvithin the diffuser.
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1" INTRODUCIION

A difftiser as its narne inrplies, is a device used to slow dorun

the mainstream florv r.rsua11y with the least possible loss in energy. As

the area ratio increases, continuity demands that the mass floi^¡ remain

constarìt and therefore the velocity of the fluid must decrease. Horvever,

as the velocity decreases, the static pressure in the diffuser rises.

The adverse pressure gradient (i.e. rising pressure) in a diffuser causes

considerable problems in the boundary layer of the flow. If the velocity

distribution upstrean of the diffuser is no:r-uniform or if the angle of

övergence of the diffuser is too great, then a thick boundary layer will

be formed in the diffuser. At a point very close to the wa11, the flow

has been slolved almost to a standstill. The increasing pressure holever

^-1a- r--- - F----¿1- ^--1-L: --- ryl- - al--: -1 ------ ¿I-- ---a1 --------J- L--|\-ial.15 IUl. d l(i.l Lrrgr, IçLcrlt-ldL-LUIr. rllç rILlru rr\rd-l LJrç !ïclr-L. rçJPrJr¡.LlJ u/

noving slightly upstream. Thus a zone of recirculation has been established

car;sing a deflection of the nainstream (i.e. the nainstream has "separated"

from the wa.11). Separation creates irregular turbulent eddies dorunstream

which carmot reconvert their kinetic energy of rotation into a pressure

rise. Therefore, the diffuser operates inefficiently.

Diffuser efficienq¡ is a measuïe of hor.v effectively a diffuser

conr¡erts the ki¡etic energy at its i¡r1et to static pressure at its outlet.

If no separation occurs rvithin the diffuser, losses l^¡i11 be lorv ivith good

pressure recovery. Holvever, if separation does occur, the florv is highly

disturbed and losses are significant. It has long been noted that leakage

into a diffuser is detrimental to its pressure recovery, thereby lolvering

its efficiency. In effect, the leakage rvould take the form of smal1 jets

at the flanged joints on either end of the diffr¡ser. It would seen plausible
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then that jets could be used to control diffuser efficiency.

The present study to produce variations in efficienqr by injecting

air normal to the flow in a diffuser is part of a program to stabilize

speed fluctuations in * opgn circuit rvind tulnel at the tlniversity of

Manitoba". The speed stabilization system has four basíc components.

- a comparator

a po!{er amplifier

- ' a variable tururel resistarìce.

A speed sensor incorporating the conparatol has been developed and its p,:r-

formance investigated [1]. The power amplifier is under investigation.

Variable tt¡rnel resistance is to be control.led by trvo means: (1) variation

of tåe drag of blunt bodies by means of base bleed. and (2) diffuser

efficiency ccntrol by blorving nonnal to the flotv entering the diffuser.

Comprehensive tests have been done to determine the variation of drag rvith

base bleed [2 q 3]. The present stucly is concerned rvitJr controlling

diffuser efficienq¡.

Shc'uld a loss in tunnel speed be detected by the speed sensor,

a pressure output from the comparator is relayed to the fluidic amplifier

to produce relatively,l.arge input florv changes to the diffuser efficienq¡

control and base bleed cylinders. This system is turique in that fluidic
(rather than electro-mechanical) mearis are used to control the f1ow. The

attractive feature of all fluidic devices is that they contain no moving

parts and they call operate ulder rvidely varying environnental conditions

for indefinite lengths of time. In most fluidic devices, use is made

of interaction of jets and phenomena relating to separated a:rd reattad'red



flcnvs. Since their development in 1960, ner+ and varied applications have

been fcund for these devices" The present study is one such application.

. A more detailed description of the speed stabilization system

and the role fluidics play in it is presented in Appendix A.

2. T}IEORETICAI A}'ID EXPERI}.8]\TAL BACKGROLND TO T}IE PRESR\T STUDY

2.1 Diffuser åfli_ciency

The efficiency of a diffuser in cnnverting the kinetic energy

at its inlet to pressure, can be defined irL several rvays and the suitability
of any particular definition depends upon the purpose for rr'l'rich the diffuser

is used" Basically, diffuser performance nuy be described by: (1) pïessure

efficiency; lZ) energy efficienq¡; and (3) overall efficiency.
' The simplest definition of efficienf is based on the assunption

that the local velocity u, entering the diffuser .at any point in the section

is uniform across the throat section and that the velocity u, througìt its
exit section is also uriform and equal to nru, rvhere m is the ratio of the

area at the cliffuser entrance to that at the exit. The efficienry of

pressure ïecovery can be expressed. as

np = ez -.îì / &o! - ,,rul)

= Lp / ueu?r (r - *2)

fn deternúning the'efficiency, it is necessaly to ¡neasure only the pressure

rise AP and the inlet dynamrlc pressurea



No flcnv confined within the wa1ls of a pipe has a perfectly

t¡riform velocity across its section. Velocities near the boundary are less

than the mean and near the center of the passage velocities are usually

greater than the mean. The trte kinetic energy entering the diffuser is
therefore greater than that obtained by using tJre mean velocity.(rvhere the mean

' velocity is fomd by integrating tJre.local velocities oveï the section a¡c1
I

dividing by the area of the section), but less than that obtained. by measuri:rg.

the total heai on the center line and subtracting the static pressure. If
the true kinetic energy flor,,ring through the inlet section is cr, frrpul)

then

,he 1.cal ::,:.î/:: ;î'# ;ï"":,::,î: ï,::,::";",."='"î:, ïî""'
detennined only by measurement of the inlet velocity distribution. In ful1y

developed turtulent pipe f1ow, o, is of the order of 1.04 but it can rise

above 1.1 in very rough r^¡al1ed ducts t4] . The'velocity distribution at the
' outlel of a diffuser is usually very disturbed and tire nean kinetic energy

is usually greater ¿r*,,rpf$. The kinetic energy coefficient at the exit
(où is therefoï'e very sensitive both to the florv conditioru entering the.

' diffuser and r,¡ithin it. _ A true energy efficiency- can be rvritten

rE = (Pz - P1) / @#pq - orr,oVzr)

'/ 
ry.^-J u9 ')

=N/"*ñí(L--2.m")-(I1

provided that the pressure is uniform across the trvo cross sections consiclere<l.

The e4perimental deterrnination of this efficienry is tedious since, in

addition to the pressure rise and the mean entry velocity, it is necessary

to establish both o, and o?, by velocity traverses at the entry a¡rd exit

sections of the diffuser. The velocities at the exit of a diffuser can



fluctuate very severely and, if the floiv has separated and is oscillating

fron one side to another, very deceptive results can be obtained rvith

ordinary slotv traversing of a single pitot tube across the ',vhole section.

Yet a third definition of efficiency is possible when a diffuser

is follorved by a length of straight para11e1 pipe in rvhich the bad velocity

distribution emerging from the diffuser is'a1lorved to straighten itself
out. por a short distance follorving the diffuser, static pressure rises

in spite of wa1l friction and, because of the smoothing of the velocity

distribution, the kinetic energy diminishes. Gibson tsl reports that thi.s

srnoothing out of the flow is very rapid. His rsork on a 10.20 rectangulal:

diffuser shotted that only 2.5 widths of the diffuser were required down-

stream of the diffuser exit so that u, would fal1 from 1.20 to 1.035. Arr

efficienq¡ based on the Ot"rrrrt" rise to the highest pressure point in the

duct follorving the diffuser should be slightly below the energy efficienc:1'

due to the energ;¡ lost in the floru evening process. However, the usual

correction for pipe friction los.ses in the dorvtnstream section of the duct:

is an over-cot'rection because of the abnormelly lolv velocities near the

wal1s. Tests on diffL¡sers carried out this rvay are sufficient for many

practical pur[,oses and very rnrch easier si¡ce no great error is involved by

assuming the dorunstream kinetic energy factor o, equal to about 1.03. This

overall efficiency caÁ be rvritten

îo = (aP1 + 
^pfI) 

/ ,,ptlz (0t - o?*2)

where ¡pl is the pressure rise from the diffuser-entry to the section of

naxinu.¡n pressure in the dohrrìstrean duct, a" is the kinetic energy factor

for the velocity distribution in this section *¿ aPrl is the pressure credit

due to the assumecl pipe friction in the dorr,nstream section of the duct (it

tvould seldom exceed L% of ¿P1).
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' Of these three definitions, the simplest to use would be tlp,

provided that the mea¡r velocity obtaihed by integrating over the diffuser

inlet did not vary significantly from the centerline velocity. Othenvise,

velocity traverses tvould have to be taken at the diffi¡ser inlet for each

condition at rvhich the efficienry was checked.

2.2 Diffuser Design

One of the most inportant causes of 1or+ efficiency in duct syst.ems

is the large loss which acconriranies a trarsfonnation from kinetic energy

to pressure. Exit cones of r,vind tunnels and turbines, expanding entries

to cooling ducts, md air intakes on aircraft, all require efficient exp¿rn-

sions of f1ow. It is lvel1 knorr'n that the effect of an opposing pressuïe

gradient on the boundary layer at a rvall is to increase the thickless of

tJ.e layer and, when the pressure graclient i-s. large, to produce a sepaïat,on

of the floiv from the lvall. ftese phenornena oicur in diffusers lvhere the

pressure rises a¡rd the velocity.falls as the section diverges. Large loss

of head results from a sepaiation and this constitutes the main design

problem. If the diffuser is properly desig¡ed, a high efficienry is

obtainable.

The efficienqf depends upon varicus factors, the most inportant

of which is the rate óf expansion of the florv, as this factor determines

the magnitude of the opposing pressure gradient" Some results of experiments

on the florv betr\Ieen straight diverging wal I s by Gibson and Peters [5 q 6] are

sr-umnarized in Figure 1. Pressure efficienqv ¡ is plotted against 20, as

in Figure 2. The efficienry is high at sma1l angles only and drops off

rapidly as 20 increases. The angle of divergence (20) at rvhich nuximum



efficiency occurs depends r,rpon the shape of the tururel. For conical

diffusers the angle of maximm efficíenry lies in the range of Z0 = 5 degrees

to 2a = I degrees. In general the efficienq¡ decreases rapidly after 10

degrees. Diffusers of rectangular section have been investigated by Gibson

and Vedernikov as reported in Reference 7. The expansion was carried out

between one pair of walIs, the other pair remaining para11e1. Maxinmm

efficienq¡ occurs at 2A = 11 degrees. Similarly Gibson also considered

the case of a överging duct having a square section throughout. Here

maximun efficiency occurs at 2A = 6 degrees. Figure 3 is a conparison ol'

the efficieng' of tivo veïsus four diverging walls for various angles of

expansion

The effects of these three sectional shapes on the efficiency

nay be conpared at the same rate of expansion (i.e. the same increase in

area per t.rrit lenght of duct) as in Figure 4. At a given rate of expansi.on,

the conical diffuser is the nost efficient of'the three.

It has been shoL.n that the florv conditions in a diffuser and the

dorunstream duct depend on the velocity distribution at the inlet of the

diffuser (i.e. the initial state of the boundary layer, which may be

measured in terms of displacement, monentum, and energy thicknesses).

Worster [4] reports that l{int ernttz has recently shown a good corelation

betrveen d.iffuser effiãienq¡ and the inlet momentum thiclcress of the boundary

layer. Various velocity östributions ca:r be created by using different

lengths of ín1et pipe (1, in Fig. 2). I\Iith 11 = 0, the velocity is very

nearly constant over the rvhole inlet section and when 1, = 30 times the

diameter of the initial section (D, in Fig. 2), the velocity varied as the

I/7th poi\,er of the distance from the rval1 (i.e. fu11y developed turbulent
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fløv) " Comparing the values of n i¡ Figure 5, it is seen that a turbulent

bonndary layer at the diffuser inlet reduces the efficienry by about 7%

in the range 5 deg . Z0 :30 deg.

A faCtor rvhich is also very important is the length of duct

follorving the diffuser, It has been shor',n that the rise in pressure during

the transformation from kinetic energy to pressure is not complete at the

firral section of the diffi:ser. The pressure continues to rise in the duct

follorving the cone, reaching a maximun at a position trvo tq six times the

mæcinum diameter (D, in Figure 2) from the outlet of the diffuser. A

complete investigation of the effect of varying the outlet length of duct

(1t in Figure 2) has been completed and the results are shown in Figure 6.

It has further been shown that the position of maxinum pressure depends on

the angle of expansion and on the florv conditions at the entry to the

diffuser. It can be seen frorn Figure ó that rvhen there is fully developed

turbulent florv at the entry Qt / D, = 30), tl,'c length of duct follorving

the final section of the diffuse.r is about 6D, for all r,'alues of 20. CIr

ttre other hanC, when the velocity distribution over the inlet section is

very nearly clnstant (i.e. the bowLdary layer is very thin), 1, may be

shorter (e.g. at 20 = 8 deg, 1Z / DZ = 4).

The rise in pressure in the å:ct follorving the outlet of the

öffuser is a result ;f a mixing of the florv rvhich produces a change in

the velocity distribution betrveen the exit of the diffuser and the position

of maxinum pressure. It has been fourd that the velocity distribution over

the section tvhere tÀe pressure is a maxinum is very similar to the velocity

distribution of ful1y developecl turbulent pipe f'low and that it is
approxìmately independent of the angle of expansion and of the velocity
distríbution at the entry section.



No extensive tests on the effect of the Reynolds number on the

efficienry appear to have been made. Gibson a:rd Peters [5 q 6] both

indicate that there r{as no appreciable scale effect in the range
q

0.5 x 10" < Re : 2.5 x 10" in lvhich their experiments \.'/ere made.

. A careful consideration of the above factors will lead to an

efficient diffuser design. The necessity for a sma11 angle of divergence

however often implies that diffusers of very long tength will be requirecl.

Such designs are not ahvays possible, particularly on aircraft where con-

siderations of weight, conpactness and cost are important. This problem

leads to variations in the rate of curyaturr:, the use of vanes and deflectors,

and the use of suction, any one of which ma;ø be íncorporated in the diffi-rser

design. As the present study is rmconcerned rvith such problems, these con-

SidefatiOnS i;r d-i ff¡¡<4r Iesi.r. ¡^1i 11 ha hr¡-¡2ccoal

2.3 Turbulent Floiv in Rectangular Chamels

As all the ducts on the experimental apparatus in the present

study are square or rectangular in shape, it may be lvell to consider some

aspects of thr: type of flol one rvould expect from then.

Fully developed turbulent florv in straight char¡rels of a non-

circular cross-section is a three dimensional problem both in mean florv and

the turbulence structure. The mean f1or,¡ velocity vector at each point in

the flolv field is generally composed of a component in the axial flow

direction and transverse components in a plane normal to this direction.

The transverse components at all points form a florv pattern lcrolurr as secondary

flow and rvhich can be regarded as being superimposed upon the æria1 nean

f1orv.
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For fu11y developed laminar flow in straight non-circular channels,

secondary florv is non-existent. For disq.rssion purposes holvever, consider

fully.developed turbulent florv in a square cha¡¡re1. From eqrerimental

measurenìents it is lcror,n thaL secondary florv in this tlpe of channel distorts

isotachs as shotsn in Figure 7 [S] where an isotach is defined to be a line

of constant axial nean-florv velocity. For,comparison puïposes a typical

isotach foy' futty developed laminar flow is also shoiv'n in Figure 7. If
quantitative lneasurements of secondary florv are made, it is possible to con-

struct secondaryflolv streamlines. Typical secondary florv strearnline patterns

are shotr¡n in Figure 8 t"here rf is the stream function (defined in terms of

the channel half-rvidth, the centerline velocity, and the secondary flolv

components in they and z directions) and C' CZr... are constant values.

Investigations by Nikuradse (L926), Hoagland (1960) and Gilbert (1960)

indicate typi:ai seconciary florv vel-ocities of the order oi leo ol: the

maxir.run axial nean fl ow velocity tB] " Furtfuermore it has been shorr.¡ that

secondary f1o'v, although a small fraction of the total mean flow, has a

pronounced efÊect on isotach d,istributions as in Figure 7.

2"4 !Spg"ti"" "f th" T"rbrl*

Boundary layer f1ol" has the peculiar property that under certain

conditions the flors iñ the imnediate neighbourhood of a solid rval1 becomes

reversed causing the bor¡rdary layer to separate from it. In order to under-

stand this phenonerìon, a detailed study of the processes involved r^¡ithin

tlre boundary Iayer l'¡i11 be presented
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Adjacent to a wa11, the notion of a thin stratun of fluid lying

who1ly inside the boundary layer is deterrnined by three factors:

1) The fonvard pu11 of the outer free-moving fluid, trans-

nitted through the laminar bormdary Taye-r by viscous shear

and through the turbulent bor.-urdary Layer by bulk nomentun

.. transfer.

2) The viscous retarding of the solid botndary rvhich nust, by

. definition, hold the first stratr¡n adjacent to it at rest.

3) The pressure gradient along the bor.rndary. The stratun is

cceleratedby a negative pre:;sure gradient (i.e. pressure

decreasing in the direction of flow) and retarded by a

positive gr4dient, provided the rriscous stresses are not too

large.

Consider the flow about a circular rylinder along with its accompanying

pressure distribution as shotør il Figure f. in the presence of a negative

pressure gradient (as from D to.E Figure 9) the borlrdary layer follolvs the

contour of the surface. If a particle enters the boturdary layer near the

forward stagnation point (D) rvith a lol velocity and high pressure, its

velocity lvi11 i¡rcrease as it florvs into the lorver pressure region along

the side of the cylinder" Horvever, there ruill be some retardation from

rva11 friction so that its total useful energy will be reduced by a corres-

ponding conversion into thermal energy. At E the pressure is at a nrinirum

and from E to F the pressure tvould increase as shotrn in Figure 9.

I\trat happens next may best be explained by reference to Figure 10.

Let A represent a point in the region of accelerated f1ow, with a normal

velocity distribution in the bound ary layer lr,hile C, D and E are points
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dorrnstream on the curved surface along which the pressure is increasing.

lïhen the particle in the boundary layer passes the point of ninimum pressure

and maxirnrm velocity (B), it ca¡lot regain its original pressure and

velocity values because of the energy it has converted to heat. The

velocity of the layer close to the rva1l is reduced at C and finally brought

to a stop at D. The increasing pressure calls for a further retardation.

As ttre flor¿'is at a standstill (making further retardation virtually

inpossible) , the bourdary layer separates from the r^¡a11. At E there is ¿r

back flolv next to the rva11, driven in the direction of decreasing pressule-

opposite to ttre direction of the nainstream - feeding fluid into the bour-dary

Layer which has left the rval1 at D.

Downstream froin the poi-nt of separation, the florv is characterized

by irregular turbulent eddies, fonned. as the separated boundary layer becomes

rolled up in the reversed florv. This condition usually extends for some

distance dorrnstream r.rrtil the eddies are worn â{ay by viscor;s attrition.

Because the edåies cannot convert their kinetic energy'of rotation into an

increased pressure, the pressure downstream remains close to that at the

separation point

Recently, a neÌv concept has been developed to aid jn the explanation

of turbulent bot-u'rdary layer separation. The theory by Stratford [9] pos-

tulates that the turbúlent boundary layer in a pressure rise may be divided

into trvo distinct regions. The outer is an historical region in lvhich the

pressure rise just causes a loivering of the dynarnic head profile, the losses

due to the shear stresses being almost the sane as for flolv on a flat plate.

In the inner layer on the other hand, the inertia forces are srnalI so that

the velocity profile is distorted by the pressure gradient until the latter
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is largely balanced by the transverse gradient of shear stress. It has

been found that for the irurer layer at the separation position, the

velocity close to the rva11 is proportional to the square root of the dis-

tance from thé rvall. The velocity profile is in contrast to that for the

laninar boundary layer at separation rvhere the velocity is proportional

to the square of the distance from the wall. A sumary of the treatment

and a picture of the flolv is sketched in Figures 11 and 12.

In the outer layer in a rapíd pressure rise, the shear forces in

the outer palt of the boundary layer are snrall compared with either the

i¡ertia forces or the pressure gradient. Sihear forces however do cause a

decrease in total. pressure along any one st.reamline, but this decrease is

uniform across the rshole velocity profile ¿s sholr'n in Figure 11. Therefore

the effect of the pressure rise in the outer part of the boundary layer in

this region is to cause a general lowering of the velocity profile rather

than a change in shape.

In the inner layer the effect of the fluid inertia is too smal1

for the above nechanism to be possible. In particular, the inertial forces

at the lva11 are zero so tl-rat the pressure forces must be balanced entirely

by the gradient of the shear force, i.e.

aP = g atv=o, ãï - ãy *-l

This balance at the isall can only occur after there has been a change in

tlre profile shape. lVhen the sudden pïessure gradient is reached at a

point * = *o, the dynanic head and hence the general leve1 of velocity

ivould start to fal1 eveÐnvherer l{ere it not for the no slip condition at

the rvall. This, as it rùere, anchors the velocity profile, which distorts
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i¡xta¡rtaneously at x.= xo, y = 0, until, just at the rvall, tåe required

balance is attained. The inner Iayei comrnences its growth at the dis-
continuity at 4 = Xo, y = 0 and is the region in which the slope of the

velocity.profile has changed.. In the inner layer there is a transition
between fluid at the rvall, for rr,hich the pressure force is bala¡rced entirely
by the shear force gradient, and fluid in the outer rayerr lvhere the,-
pressure forces causes simply a direct reduction of dynanLic head. Thus the

concept of an 'tinr.eï" and "outer" region in a turbulent bourdary rayer
'aids greatly in the understanding of separation and its related phenonen¿.

2.5 Diffuser Florv l,fechanisrus

As has been shor*'n in S 2.2, the florv in a diffuser depends uporr:

the inlet velocity profile, the total divergence angle; the area ratio;
and several other design factors. As a furrction of the para:neters listed
above, there are also four regimes of florv foùnd in the diffuser. Holdipg

all inlet conditions constant Td holding the ratio of rr,all length to throat
width constant' increasing the angle of divergence from zero to 100 or
nxcre degrees causes these four regimes to appear ín the follorving order:

(1) no appreciable sta1l or transitory stall (rvhere "stall" is syno¡ymou;

with the term "separation"); (z) large transitory stal1; (j) fu11¡, developed.

stall; and (4) jet florv. These regimes are sketched in Figure 13 and are

shorr'n as a function of the parameters listed above in Figure 14.

According to Kline, lrfoore and Codrra:r [10] transitory stall is

not a Ûso dinensional florv but clearly a three dimensional transient florv.

Furthermore it exists over a very rvide range of cond.itions as can be seen

in Figure. 14. In this floru regime, transientftspots of stall" appear and
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disappear first in one location and then in another. The extent of this

regime of flor+ was for¡-rd to be strongly influenced by inlet free-stream

turbulence as rve1l as by diffuser divergence angle and area ratio. In

the early rvork'the regimes of floi{ were mapped using a conventional dye

injection systen. Subsequently, it began to be clear that transitory

stall existed at nnrch lorver angles than those at which it had already been

obseryed. Kline [1f] i¡ his study of plar,.e rvalled diffusers rvith tlvo

parallel rvalls made the follorving "tentative" conclusions:

(a) Spots of transitory stal1 may exist dorsn to at least very

1ow values of adverse pïessu.re gradient.

(b) These spots originate very near the rvall, probably in the

laminar sublayer.

.(c) The spots grol in size, number arrd time of duration as

adverse pressure gradient is i¡creased in magnitude or

length of application.

(d) The means by rvhich the spots are carried back dorrrnstreant is

by leaving the rva1l and being caught up by the inertia of
i-

the mainstream

Kline further reports that careful observations of the wal1 layers using

the dye persistence tedrnique shorv that sma11 local transient backflows to

exist near the rvatl íen for surprisingly nrild adverse pressure gradients.

For example, back florvs or spots of stall have been clearly seen by several

observers at a total divergence angle of 5 degrees rvith a ratio of wa1l

length to throat rvidth of 6.7 and a thin inlct båundary layer. In sone

instances spots of stall have been observed at even lolver angles. The

actual minimum value of angle at rvhich spots of stall can first be discerned

the

irr
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apparently depends both on the mrnber of obsewations made and on the free-

stream turbulence level" As such the occurrence is statistical in nature

thereby requiring more detailed studies before more exact information is

available"

ülhen found at very sma1l adverse nt"rít" gradients the spots

of stall are ve.ry sma1l and appear for only short periods of tíme. Tpically,

on a 4 inch rvall, one spot night appeaï' in a matter of 2 minutes at a given

cross-section a¡rd rnight be I/16 of an jnch in diameter. As the adverse

pressure gradient is increased, the spots grohl; several.spots nay appear

at once at a p;iven cross-section, and they rnay extend through the boundary

Iayer i¡rto the main florv. Finally the spots coalesce and destabilize the

entire florv pattern. A fu11y developed sta11 then ensues with florv moving

upstrearn all along one wa1l. The grorvth of these spots of sta1l correlates

with the incrcase in losses of the diffuser. This phenomerÐn can be used

to explain many lr,e11-laroiv'n but previously inexplicable facts such as:

(1) large pressure pulsations in diffusing passages (2) the large losses

in diffusers n'hich carmot be accounted for by rval1 friction and turbulence;

(3) the diffeling obseryations made by previous observers about the natu¡e

of stall; and ( ) the consistent failure of ün¡o dimensional boundary layer

theory to predict the separation of the turbulent boundary 1ayer.

. It is ,rolu gár"ra11y believed that the inception of sta11 is

usually a three dimensional transient phenomenon called transitory stäff.

Kline concludes that transitory spots of stall are vieled as a mechanism

that is adopted by the fluid to supply the energy needed by the very slorv

moving layers near the rca11 in order to negotiate an adverse pressure

gradient.
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The regime of floiv called steady sta11 on Figure 14 corresponds

to the classical picture of stal1 of a two dimensional bor.rndary Layer",

It has a recirculating florv region occupying most of the diffuser; the

through-florv follolvs down one wall and the performance is very poor. The

ful1y developed stall regime is a relatively steady, stable, flow conditi.on.

The region.of large fluctuations recorded by some observers is believed

to be the region of large transitory sta11. The disti¡ction beti^/een the

two regimes is clearly defined. In fully developed stall, one wa11 has

a large atea cf. back-florr all the time; in transitory sta11, any given rva1l

area has fonvard f1or,'i part of the time and traclcward flow part of the time.

The last flolv regime to be considered is jet flolv. The jet flolv

region occurs only at very high angles of divergence. It is draracterize:d

by a fu11y developed sta1l on both rva11s. It is less stable than the regine

called trvo dinensional. steady stall, md thus one finds an overlap region

on the flolv nech'anism chart of Figure 14. If the angle is increased, trzur.si-'

tion to jet florv occurs at the upper line; if the angle is decreased the

transition is found at the loler 1ine. The florv mecharism chart of Figure 14

can be used not only to explain the lcrown data and performance of diffuserrs

over the range of interest but also can- be used as a.basis for the design

of wide-angled diffusers of high perfoïmaLce. In add.ition, the chart

provides basic infornátion about the nature of turbulent boundary layer

flolvs in adverse pressure gradients"
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2.6 The Reattachment of a l\vo Dimensional Jet to a Flat Surface

Although the present study is concerned rvith a three dimensional

jet in a streanring f1olv, the flov¡ mechanisms involved in a trvo ömensional

jet should aid in the more complex three dimensional case.

Jets are frequently observed to adhere to and florv around nearby

solid boundaries. This is seen, for exanple, rn'hen onets finger is held

close to a thin stream of tvater issuing from a tap, or when tea is poured

from a badly-designed teapot. This general class of phenomena which may

be obseryed in both liquid and gaseous jets, has become lcror'm as the

Coanda effect, after I'lenri Coanda who applied it in many inventions.

Although a jet is probably deflected nore effectively by a curyed

surface, there is nevertheless considerable interest in Coandats particrrlar

wal1 geometTy, the simplest form of whidr consists of a single flat plate

displaced a short distance from a tlvo dimensional slot and inclined at an

angle to the axis of the slot. After leaving'the slot the florv separates

from the surface and, if the plate is sufficiently long and its inclination

is sufficiently sma11, the jet curves tolard the plate and eventually

reattaches to it, enclosilg a separation bubble. The forcson the flatplate

have been measured by von Glahn and a physical explanation of the behaviour

has been given by Squire as reportecl in 1721. It is imagined that the jet

is florving freely, completely separated from the plate. After leaving the

slot the highly urstable shear layers on both sj-des of the jet quickly

become turbulent and the surrounding fluid is rapidly entrained. That

fluicl rvhicir is enträi¡ed near the lvall is slightly accelerated. The presence

of the r+a1l impedes the replacement of the entrained fluid and thus the

static pressure on the rval1 becoines less than that of the
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surroundings. In consequence the jet curves toward the wall. This in

turn impedes the return flor.v still more ano the static pressure drops

further. Thus eventually, if the rva11 is long enough, the flow reattaches

to it, enclosing a separation bubble. An equilibrium condition is reached

when the mass flow entrained from the bubble by the imer portion of the jet

balances the nass florv returned to the bubble at reattachment lvhere the jet

divides into fonvard and reversed flows as in Figure 15.

2.7 The Configuration of a Je_t_in _a lle-f1_ecting Florv

In a ntrnber of cases it is necessary to deal with a jet expanding

into a stream of fluid at an angle to it. For example, in the combustion

dramber of a gas-turbine engine, a sì-gnific.¡rt part of the air necessary for

combustion and all the air used for cooling the conbustion products are

int.roduced thtough inlets iocateo in the sirle rval1s of tire irot tube.

A j et of fluid entering a florv rvhich is moving at an angle to the

jetts'axis, is cuwed in the direction of flow of the mainstream. The main-

stream florv is retarded by entrainment of the jet at its feading edge,

thereby creating an increased pressure, rvhile at the rear of the jet rare-

faction occurs as explained in S 2.6. The pressure difference across the

jet creates the necessary centripetal force to deform the jet. The velocity

and pressure fields of a curved jet of air in the plane of symmetTY of

the jet are represented in Figure 16 [14]. The measurements were made by

means of a cylindrical probe traversed along directions normal to the 1oca1

axis of the jet rvhidt is represented by the geonetric location of the points

rvith the maximr.mr velocity values. The profile of the total pressure is given

by the solid line; the static pressure profile by the dotted line; the arrotvs

designating velocity vectors. The total pressure changes sharply, decreasing
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at the edges of the jet. Because of the inflow of fluid to the jet, the

increase in pressure at its fonvard eäge is somelhat less than it rvould be

at the rvall of a solid body of the same form as the o-rrved jet. In the

jet itself, the static pressure continuously decreases from the fonvard

edge to the rear.

In Figure 17 from the iqork of G.S. Shandorov as reported in

Ref. 14, the cross-sectional contours of a iet are shown for tåe initial

and subsequent sections. If a jet is initially axisyrmnetric, then as it

Ínoves away from the nozzle, it rvil1 acquiie the shape of a horseshoe. The

deformation of the jetts section is explained by the character of its inter-

action with the floiv. Because of the intensive intennixing of the air as

it emerges from the nozzle lvith that of the air of the deflecting florv, a

turbulent layer develops at once. Peripheral particles of the jet, having

less velocity than the particles of the core are more forcefully bent by the

deflecting florv aivay from their initial clirection and are moved along more

curyed trajectories, which leads to the development of'a horseshoe.

As a result of the action of the deflecting floiv and the circulatoly

zones, the palticles of the jet ai-.l_ brandr out more andmore from the plane

of s1.nrnetry. The legs of the "horseshoe" move farther apatt, giving rise to

the possibility of additional circulatory motion in the jet itself (i.e. of

vortex pairs rvith axes para11el to the aerodynanric axis of the jet). The

corresponding flor+ diagram is shorrTr in Figure 18.
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2.8 A Stubby Circular Cylinder l,/ithin a Boundary Layer

D:ring the florv visualization portion of the present study, it
was found that interaction of the jet rvith the boundary Tayer was sinrilar

to that of a circular q¡linder protmding a short distance into the borl'rclary

Iayer.

Gregory and Walker (1951) made some experiments on this type of

florv as part of an investigation into the effect of very sna11 excrescences

in pronoting transition from larninar to turbulent flow [13]. They showecl

(as in Fi.gure 19) that the horseshoe vortex passes around the front of ttLe

q¡linder in both directions and leads to a vortex pair trailing off down-

stream. This vortex induces in turn a smaller pair of vortices rotating

in the opposite sense and passing dovrnstream in the same lvay. Later in

S 5.2, the similarities between the flow nattern nrochrcerl bv a -stuhhv

rylinder and that produced by a o¡Iindrical jet, will be presentecl.

3" EXPERITTENTAL TEC$rrQuE

3.1 Apperatus

TLe tests for the present study rvere conducted at the llniversity

of Manitoba on a square diffuser: initial section 6r? x órt; divergence

angle 2A = 6 degrees and area ratio AI/^Z = 0.25. Constructionrvas of

L/4" pl'ytrood with the exception of one side rvhich was I/4" plexiglass.

Inurediately upstream of the diffuser (Figure 20) a 3" long section

of I/2" thick plexiglass on all four sides of the tr.rn¡rel sen'ed as an aid

in visual.izing tJre jet florv as it interacted with the mainstream. This
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section also serued as the injrct-ion site for the jets and therefore

connections l{ere made to this section to r-o,,itor the mass florv rate to

the jets. The diffuser rvas supplied rvith air from a 3 iì.P" centrifugal

fan at approxinntely 80 ft/sec. A honeycomb at the fan exhaust as well

as two rvire screens (32 lt{esh) on either end of the effuser caused a con-

siderable straightening of tÌre f1orv. A 7" length of straight duct following

the effuser allolved sone of the disturbances coming from the fan to subside

further.

Innnediately dortnstream of the diffr.iser a tr{o foot length of

duct helped i:r pressure recovery.

Pitot traversing mechanisms were installed along the tunnel, one

upstream of the diffuser, three lvithin the diffuser and one dor.rnstream of

the diffuser exit. Basically. these mechanisns consisted of a wooden slide

for movernent in the vertical plane and a pitot tube lvhich could be travelsed

in the horizontal p1ane. Station 1 rvas located 3" upstream of the diffuser

inlet; stations 2, 3, 4 and 5 rvere located 4", 16", 28" a:rd 58" dor^¡nstre¿m

of the diffuser inlet respectively. Static pressure .taps lvere install.ed

at stations 1 to 5 as rve11 as at 6" intervals d.orrryr ¡otn"ttirå top and bottom

of the diffuser for its entire length. The static taps \\rere connected

to a multi-tube manometer to facilitate the reading of pressures. The mass

florn¡ rates of the ¡ets rvere also monitored on the nnrlti-tube manoneter.
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3"2 Flow Visualization

Several different methods of flow visualization were used with

varying degrees of success in order to help interpret the flow rvithin the

diffuser"

Initially, tufts lvere spaced at two-ind:r intewals for the full
length of the diffuser on three of the four walls. The tufts lvere made from

a I If 4" length of cotton string h,hich was tied and cemented to a I/4,,

length of nylon thread. The thread was fa:;tened to the diffr-rser lva11 by a

sma1l piece of masking tape. The nylon thlead allowed the tuft to pivot

in the direction of the florv in the diffuser. The length of the tuft
itself determines to some extent the type of flow it rvil1 record. If the

tuft was too short, it would be more sensitive to the randomness of the

turbulence in the diffuser than a lonser tuft. lvhich rvould tend to recor,J

more of an average direction. Figure 22 denonstrates the use of the tuft
as it indicates separation occurring approrcimately half-rvay down the

diffuser.

Once the mass injection system h;rd been installed, limited trials
were made using smoke for visualizing the :iet in the mainstream. As it was

physically impossible to generate enough smol<e to nake the jet visible in
a mainstream rvhose velocity was of the order of B0 ftfsec, an alternate

tecl'urique rvas used. By quickly turning the fan on and off , an impulse of

air was sent into the tunnel rvhicir when coupled rvith smoke issuing from the

mass injection hole produced a trace such as in Figure 23. The jet can be

seen reasonably well even thougìr its leading edge is partially obscured

by a reflection" This techrrique horvever provided only limited information on

the jet in the mainstream and therefore another technique was proposed.
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The liquid film technique has long been used in florv visualization.

Generally, a suspension of lanpblack in kerosene is painted. on an airfoil

which has been placed j¡r an airstream. The kerosene flolvs over the surface,

evaporating as it does so, leaving the lanpblack deposited on the surface

as streamlines. Several modifications of this method were used to suit the

present study. Rather than larTpblack, a cormneïcial flourescent paint powder

pignent* was used. As well as being readily available, this powder is

flourescent tn-rder ultra vi-olet light rvhich enables better resolution than

ordinary jncandescent light can provide. This property was founcl unecessary

however, as the photographs obtained rvith the Polaroid La¡d Camera were

generally of a high quality. Rather than painting the suspension on in the

tururel, a stainless steel plate (coated r,¿ith the suspension) lvas placed in

the tr-nnel on top of the nlexia'lass. Holes rvere drilled in the plate to

coincide rvith those in the plexiglass bottorn. The jet then passed through

both the plexiglass and steel plates, leaving à tru." on the steel plate

which could then be removed from the tu-nel and photographed. .arrother plate

configuration entailed suspending a plate in the plane of symmetry of the

jet. These two plate configurations are sirl^¡rr in Figure 24. A third con-

figuration, that of a plate in the plane of s).nmetry of the two sets of jets in

corner (i.e. along the diagonal of the tunnel section), provided no further

infor¡rntion as there r{as no visible trace on the plate.

The proper suspension of Day-G1o in kerosene r^Ias determined by

trial and error. fhree and one-half parts of Day-Gto to one part of kerosene

by volune provided a thin enough coating to floi,¡ readily and yet concentrated

* I'falufactured by the Day-Glo Color Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio"
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enough to leave a good trace on the surface. It rvas also noted that a con-

centration of fluid (as in a vortex core) rvould gradually evaporate leaving

a sma1l builcl-up of porvder on the surface as a good indication of zones of

recirculation.

Of the three nethods of flow visualization attenqrted, the liquid

film technique proved the nost satisfactory.

3.3 Iry"tl.e"ti"" "f Di Lnisms

In order to assess the effect of the jet on the flow in the diffuser,

some means of investigating the internal fl-orv rvithin the diffuser had to be

established. As rvas mentioned earlier, fi'r,e pitot-traversing stations i^iere

constructed: one trpstrean of the diffuser; one dor'¡nstream of the diffuser;

and three within the difftser itself. Trar.erses were taken at each station

and the resulting data rvas plotted as r¡elocity contours by the CALCOT{P PLOTTER

of the IB¡4 SYSTEI{ 360 computer. The contours ivere plotted at 2 ft/sec inter-

vals rvhich rcrpresented the order of the error involved in reading the manorneter.

Traverses at each station were taken at three different bleed rates: (1) no

bleed; (2) one-half bleed; and (3) full bleed.

The venturi-meters on each of the injection units were calibrated

such that by throttling the flolv behind the venturi, equal mass florvs could

be supplied to each.set of four jets. This adjustnent was accomplished

.by means of constart reference to the manometer until all four inj ections

systens rllere receirring the same amount of mass floiv. Once the tumrel had

stabilized, efficiency readings rvere talien and diffuser efficiencies ca1-

culated. The process rr¡€rs then repeated at a higher injection rate until the

whole spectrum of nass florv rates, fron no bleed to ful1 bleed had been
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covered. In order to check for possible hysterisis effects inherent ín the

system, the cornplete test rvas rerun in the reverse order (i.e. fron fu11

bleed to no bleed) . As the amount of mass ilj ected into the tr.mnel is

depenclent upon the depression of the static pressure in the tu-rrel below

atmospheric pressure, the test Inlas rerltn again rvith the fan throttled to

produce an upstrean velocity of the order of one-half of its former value,

in order to deternrine horv a decrease j¡r the static pïessure rçould affect the

injected nass flow rate and its related diffuser efficiency.

4. DE\TELOPMENT OF TTß }4ASS ]NJECTION SYSTET,I

Three distinct stages r{ere encountered in the development of the

' -- '2 '/ L ¿

cular jet, a rectangular jet, or a peripheral slotted jet, had to be deciCed

irpon. . Then haviirg establi-shed r^¡hich jet rvas mlst effective in decreasing

the diffuser efficiency, the optinrum confippration for the jets at any cross-

section rvas deternrined. Finally, the positjon of the jets r^¡as varied down-

stream in the diffuser to detect an optinnrm point to disturb the florv.

4.1 Variations in.the },'lethod of Injection

Initially, a nass injection system was installed in the tlm¡lel

immediately upstream of the throat of the diffuser. Tiveirty-eight 1/4" I.D.

tubes (7 per side) rvere ilrrunted normal to the wa1ls of the section. IVith

the holes uncovered, the nass injected through each hole was strictly a

function of the depression of the pressure in the tumel belolv the ambient.

l,Vith all the holes tincovered (i.e. ful1 bleed) the diffuser efficiency tvas
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80"2%, whereas, rvith all the holes covered (i.e. no bleed) efficiency rose

to 86.5%. Thus using jets equally spaced arorind the periphery of the section,

a rnaxinum chalge of 6.3% could be produced. A slot aror¡rd the periphery

seemed the nrost logical extension of the peripheral circular jets and there-

fore its .characteristics rvere investigated.

Variations in díffi-iser efficienqr were performed over a range of

slot size, the mass flol was varied by successively r¡rcoveri¡g one side of

the slot at a time rntil at fu1l bleed, nì¿LSS r\ras being iajected fron all

four sides. An approximation to the mass f Low rate rvas made by assun-ing a

constant static pressure across the injecticn section rvithin the tunnel.

Therefore¡ th': inass that could be driven across any slot area r{as strictly

a fi.u:rction of the pressure differential that existed betl^reen the ambient

rrìecsìrrê nr¡fsirle of ¡nd flre r-nncfnnf cfafìc nr^eqçììr'e w'i thin. the frrnngl -¡ - - - _ -' - -' , r - - - - - - -

The results are shoum in Figure 25. Ore final variation was tried, that of

a slot lvith spacers in it, creating in effect L"ri", of rectangular jets

aror.u-rd the periphery. The mass .florv rate ivas varied in a sin-i1ar fashion

to that of the slot.

For comparison purposes, the performance of the three different

types of jets are plotted in Figure 26 on the basis of equal bleecl area

(i.e. the size of the.slot and rectangular jets were adjusted such that

their total bleed area tvould equal the total bleed area of the circular

jets). T\vo inportant considerations emerged from Figure 26. First and

forennst, the round. jets produced the greatest change in efficienry per

unit nnss injected. From no bleed to fu1l bleed the ror.;nd jets produced

a 6.8% decrease in efficienqf versus a 6.I% and 5.6% clecrease for the rec-

tangular and slotted jets.respectively. Secondly, injecting air in a
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sytnnetric manner from all four sides seened to create the greatest efficiency

decrease possible. Therefore at this'point it lvas l,noi,¡n that the jets should

be circLrlar in shape and placed synrnetrically about the diffuser entrance.

4.2 Yutigtto"s iti tn" Co"fi

Having established that circuLar jets rqere to be used in a

s)¡nrnetrical manner, it renøined to decide lvhat configuration of jets would

best disrupt the flolv. tr{aintaining the condition of s}'nrnetry, a1.1- possible

combinations of the circular jets (seven per side jr-rst upstream of the

diffuser inlet.) were tried. In Figure 27, ar X indicates a covered bleec

hole rvhile an O indicates an open hole with mass being injected at that

point. The two points of i¡rterest are points 6 and 7. Point 7 seems to

indicate that two holes in a corner cause a sharp drop in efficiency. This

was not the case rvhen the holes r^/ere moved alvay from the corner as at

point 9. Poiltt 6 again suggests that blowing în the corners is more éfficient

at disrupting the florv (this time rvith three holes in the corner) than u-sing

a17 7 holes (point 5). It rvas conclucled therefore that injecting the mass

through four-iets in eadt corner (two per side) seemed a promising methocl

of disnrpting the florv.

The corneï blolving configuration (00Ðü00) rvas then dtplicated at

7 7fB" and 1/8" upstráam as r^¡ell as I3/4" doir,nstream of the throat of the

diffuser. This allowed a check on the performance of this configuration at

positions other tharr riglrt at the throat as rvell as alloH'ing more sophisticated

corbinations of injection points to be tried as in Fígure LB(a) to (e).

The most prornising configuration seemed to be that of Figure.28(a) r.rsing a

single hole upstream to initially disrqrt the florv and ttren -follorved by trvo.
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holes farther dotvnstream. Floivever, when conpariag the efficiency chairge

on aunit areabasis (i.e. A n/Atwhere Ar is the total cross-sectional

area of the jets) no sræerior decrease in efficiency was fou'rd.

Orce the corner configuration (@)Oü00) had been reproduced doinn

the length of the diffuser, further coñbj¡ations of three and four holes

were tried.(Figures 28(f) - (i)) but none proó-rced a greater percentage

decrease per tmit area than the corner configuration.

Ore final configuration test rvas tried in order to deterrrLine the

pïoper spacing, of the truo j ets in the corner. Ilere it was for.md that trvo j ets

spaced longituúina11y about 7 3/4" apart ancl 5/8" from the coïner would

cause a greater decrease than any lateral spacilg of the corner configuration

formerly r:sed. This netv configuration (Figure Z|(j))was in fact the best

to date ¿r¡1{ r.^¡aq the one -"'$sequentllz ucaã in the :nass injecticn s1'sten.

4.3 Variations in the Position of In:iection

D-rring the course of erperinents to optinize the best configuration

for injecting nass, the best position in the tr,rnnel (i.e. upstrearn of the

throat, at the throat, or dormstream of the throat of the diffuser) to

inject was also ilvestigated. The corner blorving configuration was placed

at 6" inter-vals dorvrr the entire length of the diffuser, but it was for-rnd

hotvever, that as the air was slowed in the diffuser, the static pressure

rose rapidly resulting in a decreased injection rate. There ïras no advantage

therefore, to injecting rnass at stations dorørstream of the diffuser entry.

As a result, it rvas found best to have one injection site sitting at the

throat of the d,iffuser and the cìther, a short distance upstream to disturb

the flolv before it reached the throat. It rvas concluded therefore that the
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4.4

configuration shorr'r-r in Fígure ZB(j) rvas the optinun design placed in the

best possible position to disturb the flolv in the díffuser.

The Injection System

Although several mass injection systerìs were designed to measure

the mass flow qate in the jet, the device subsequently selected and

rnanufactured js shornrn in Figure 21. Each urit consists of a venturi-neter

follorved by a flexible hose and clamp (to act as a throttliag device) lvhich

is subsequently connected to a fiberglass diffuser. The end of the diffuser

is covered with a metal plate to rvhich four hose connections are made. The

hoses supply each of the four nozzles in one corner lvith an equal nass of

air. The entire system fçom the venturi-inlet to tlne nozzles on the end

of the hose for each jet rvas designed to ensure an equal distribution of

mass to each jet and also to avoid losses by keeping the velocity of the

bleed air belorv 3 ft/sec.

Although it rvas possible to inject as high as fifty percent of the

rnainstream na-cs flow normal to the mainstream, it was considered more pra-ctical

to use a smaller rnass flow rate in the jets. Injecting 3% of the nain-

stream nass fl.olv was considered the optim-rm for the jets. If more than :i%

of the flow were taken from the settling ctrarnber (the air supply for the

fluidic 4mplifiers is taken from the settling chamber) the florv in the
\settlirìg dramber lvould be too disturbed. The physical size of the apparattrs

such as the pipe leading from the settling chamber to the injection point

(6" diameter for a 3% bleed rate) also placed restrictions on the bleed

range. In actuality, there r,¡ere some losses i¡rherent in the mass injection

apparatus lvhich decreased the bleed range to 2.3%.
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5.1

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Diffuser Efficiency a¡rd Its Correlation iVith Published Values

In CI:rapter 2.L, three different definitions for d-iffuser efficiency

presented, nême1y:

1) pressure efficiency

np = P2 - Pr)

?) energy efficiency

nE = (Pz - Pr)

_') )
/ '<pU{ (1 - m-);

oz

o1 ^2);

and 3) overall efficiency
'l _? )

lo = (P Z - Pl * APf') / ',aÚL" 
(ot oZ 

^")

Overall efficiency (as in (3)) was considered r.u-rusable as flre dotrtstream

portion of the square duct rvas not long enough to ensure a maximr.un pressure

recovery. A comparison l{as then made between the pressure efficiency and

the energy efficiency. Integration over the velocity field at the diffuser

inlet in order to evaluate the average velocity led to a pressure efficienry

of 73.I% at fu11 bleed. Further integration over the velocity fields at

both the diffi;ser inlet and exit led to the evaluation of the kinetic energy

coefficients cr, = 1.16 and cx,, = 2.25. The enel:gy efficiency rvas calculated

as 67.2%, a significant drop from the pressure efficienry. These results

are misleading hoivever, as the slorv tr:aversing of the velocity field at

the diffuser exit (rvhere the florv fluctuates rapídly) caused an erroneous

value for ar. ftus it rr,as cleenpd tnad.risable to use the energy definition

for öffuser efficiency.
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A fi¡a1 co4parison r{as made between pressure efficienq¡ based on'

the rean inlet velocity and pressure efficiency based on the.center-line

velocity at the throat of the diffuser. It rvas for¡-rd that at fu1l bleed for

exanple, the diffuser efficiency r.ras 4.33% higher at the mean velocity

conditions tha¡r that based on the center-line velocity. This error r^ras con-

sidered acceptable hor.¡ever rvhen conpared to the sixcy-odd time consuning

traverses that lvould be necessary were this error not ignored. Thus the

diffuser efficienry rvas determined by measur,ing the pressure drop along the

diffi¡ser and the center-line dynanLic head at the diffuser inlet.

Patterson in Figure 4, conpares diffuser efficiencies bettueen

various types and lengths of diffusers rvith area ratios of 4/L. For

A\ = 4.0 and L/D = 8.4,as in tlLe present study, Figure 4 suggests that

a square difftser should be operatins nearl), 90eo efficiently. The diffuser

in the present study operated at 83,4e0 eff.icienry rvith no bleed, based on

the center-line velocity. Therefore ttLe diffuser perfornance does correl.ate

reasonably rve11 ivith publishedvalues if allowance js made for the inlet
boundary I ayer. -

5.2 niS_ër- le.n*it* Ct"+" N-ormal to tlie ltbinstream

ûre of the most inportant aspects of the present study was to

determine hor,¡ the jet.interacted rvith the mainstream to create a loss in

diffuser efficiency. C,enerally, studies of this nature require some form

of visualization of the jet in the nainstream jn order to obtain some r¡'rder-

standing of the various processes involr'ed. TLe liquid film technic¡ue tvas

used j¡ this study and the results are shor'n in Figures 29 to 34. Using

these photographs as a guide, a'three dinensional clay model of the florv

was built as shorrn in Figure 35. In order to gain an understanding of the

furdamentalsbehind the jet florv, the obvious case to examine first ivould be

that of the silgle jet.
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5.2.I The Single Jet

Figure 29 is a photograph of a liquid film plate held i¡ the

vertical plane of synrnetTy oÍ a jet discharging from the duct floor. The

mainstream florv travels from left to right along the plate lvhile the jet

irtersects the mainstream at the position indicated rvith the arrow. The

flol can be.. seen to separate upstream of the leading edge of the jet and

then be entrained by the jet as it nnves uplvard into the nainstream. The

jet is deflected through SOo by the mainstream by neans of a pressure

gradient across the jet as e>rplained in g 2.6 and 9 2.7. The light elli¡rtica1ly

shaped regi-on just beneath the jet is caused by a build-r-rp of pigment on

the plate which indicates a region of intense recirculation (1.e. a vorterx

core). Figure 30 is a liquid fí1m p1ate taken on the duct floor with the;

_iet issuing tlrroueh a hole in the plate between tine 2 I/4" and 2 1/2" poi.nts

ón the scale. The separation point irpstream is rn¡e11 defjned as are the tivo

vortex cores on either side of the doiunstream edge of the jet. The size of

the region of recirculation associated with each vortex is clearly defined

and can be secn not to extend nuch beyond the 3" nnrk. Bett,¡een the 3" and

3 IfZ" marks there appears to be a region c'f relatively lolv velocity

indicated by a lack of perceptible streamlines. Fron the 3 IfT" mark the

florv appears to resume its motion in the dor'¡nstream direction. Hoivever,

upon closer scmtíny, ã more complex flolv pattern was u-rcovered.

Figure 30 indicates that a clearJy defjned region exists outside

the region of influence of the two vortices on either side of the jet. A

very definite line of fluid exists in m-rch the same rurì.ner as the florv about

a str-rbby circular cylinder (as in g 2.8). Comparison of Figures 19 and 30

suggests that just as i-n the case of a stubby circular cylinder, ajet rvi1l
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cause the formation of a horseshoe vortex lvhich bends arourd the region

of recirculation and then gradual1y lifts and travels on dorrnstream.

Figure 35 illustrates the fornration of the horseshoe vorLex for the case of

the dor¡ble jet.

Consider for the moment the leadi.ng configuration in Figure 35

as representing the reaction of the floiv to a single jet. Notice that

rather than trvo vortices recirculating on either sid.e of the jet, there is

a surface (or volune) of recirculation movìng as indicated. Notice also

that the horseshoe vortex spirals iruvards tolard the recirculating surfa,:e.

Thus the rotation of the horseshoe vortex and the motion on the recircul;rtion

surface (or separation bubble) are in the same sense, except at the 1eaúLng

edge of the jet. It is physically inpossible for a viscous fluid to have

two adjacent portions of fluid movins in tlLe onoosite direction rvithout

sorne form of linkage between them to reconcile the d.iscrepency. I{ith

reference to Figure 35, it v¿ould seem only natural that a small vortex would.

be formed at tire leading edge of the jet ruhich rvould rotate cor.nterclockvise

upstream from the jet to match the clocla^¡i:;e rotation dormstream of the horse-

shoe vortex. This is in fact the case as 1.he fine line of stagnant fluid

between these trvo vorlices can be seen to tre sitting very close to the

upstream edge of the jet in Figures 30and32. This smal1 vortex iras the

same sense of rotation as the recirculating surface behind the jet and

therefore unites ivith this region by follorving tlte periphe4' of the jet

aperture.

As the horseshoe vortex is rotating iruvards (as jn the plarL uieit,

Figure 35), it is constantly pumping fluid (fron the mainstream and adjacent

jet) intq the region r-u'rderneath it" As the fluid in the vortex is rotating
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very TapidLy, a particle of fluidrvould tend to gain a substantial component

of velocity normal to the axis of the vortex. Thus a particle beneath

the horseshoe vortex would nove almost at right angles to the axis of the

vortex lmtil .it reached the region of j-nfluence of the nninstream. It

would then gradually change its direction and move dorørstream with the

f1ow. The .region in which the particle changes direction shor'/s on the

plate (Figure 30) as a clearly defined 1i¡re adjacent to the region of re-

circrrlation.

It is apparent from both Figures 30 and 35 that folloi,uirrg the

downstream end of the recirculation region a flor,u in the mainstream direction

is restablished. This it is believed, is due to the horseshoe vortex liftj-ng

off the surface while at the same tire punping fluid beneath it which re-

sults in a florv downstream. Above this f1o;v the jet is nestled between and

a little above the horseshoe vortex. l4oving dorv'nstream, the jet and vortex

spread oút as they tr:avel tntil finally they degenerate into turbulent eddies

whose rotational energy is irretrievable.

5.2.?. The Dcuble Jet

The case of the double jet is identical to that of a single jet

with only a few exceptions. As the horseshoe vortex of the leading jet

lifts, it punps fluid beneath it, rvhich, in this case is inmediately en-

trained by either the second horseshoe vortex or the second jet (Figures 31

and 32). Figures 31 and 32 a1.so i¡rdicate that the region of recirculation

behind the second jet is considerably smaller than that of the first jet.

Furthermore, the second jet has a larger radius of curyature than the first
jet which lvould indicate a decreased pressure gradient across the jet.
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Notice in Figure 31 the åistinct areas of entrainment on the

dorrrnstream edge of the first jet and'the r-pstream and dolnstream edges of

the second jet. In Figure 33, the leading edge of the plate was given an

excessive coating of liquid and placed in the airflolv. The nainstream was

diverted above the jet floi^r, the dark regions indicating the areas within

the influence of the jet (the areas in the q)per right-hand quadrant having

insuffici"ú tf,ri¿ to cover the entire surface). After the plate had dried,

it r,ras replaced in the trmnel rvitra daub of fluid at the x = 3.3" nn-rk. l.

portion of the fluid rvas entrained in the recirculating region and the re-

mainder was entrained. jl the jet as shorvn. This method then, gave a
i

reasonable idea of the position of the jet relative to the mainstrearn. The

plate was then placed once again in the tr;nnel lvith daubs of fluid at

x= 2.35" and x= 2.75" marks respectively. The result is shorun in Figure 34.

This photograph is interesting in several respects. Firstly, it shols the

entrainrnent region for the second horseshoe vortex at approximately the

x = 2.80" position. Secondly, it shorvs horç flre first ánd second jets position

themselves relative to one another with an entrained layer between them.

Thirdly, and nost important, it shols the extent to lvhich the region of

recirculation dorrrnstream of the second jet occupies almost the entire jet-

aperture" The jet is not cylindrical as it leaves the aperture, but is in

all probability somerÁat e11iptical1y shaped. The reduced size of the

jet aperture as rvel1 as tJre reduced size of the zone of recirculation behind.

the jet, suggest that the mass flolv rate of the second jet is considerably

snaller than that of the first jet. As the mass florv in the jet is controlled

by the static pressure in the tunnel, one may conclude that the static

pressure in the nei-ghbourìrood of the second jet has risen above that in

the neighbourhood of the first jet. Figure 35 points out the shape of the
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jet aperture and the size of the recirculation region. Ûnce again the second

horseshoe vortex will lift as it readres the end of the zone of recirculation.

Similarly the second jet stacks itself belolv the first with its horseshoe

vortex slight1.y loler, and on either side of itself.

5,2.3 Variations in Flow lvfechanisrns IVith Bleed Rate

In order to bring the consideration of the interaction between

the jet and m¿Linstream to a c1ose, one final parameter was varied: tlie bleed

rate. Plates t,/ere taken at ful1 b1eêd, three-quarters b1eed, one-half

bleed, and onr:-quarter bleed to determine the flow mechanisms at conditions

other than ful1 b1eec1. Corresponding portions of Figure 36 to 43 ate scaled

to the same dr:gree in order to facilitate comparison.

Ficnlres 36 an<l 37 illustrate once as.ain the case of the double iet

at full bleed. In Figures 38 and 39 the jets are blolvíng at three-quarters

of their maxilnum. Differences betr,¿een three-quarters bleed and fu1l bleed

are slight, with the exception lhat the recirculation regions behind the

jets are snaller and the jets themselves have a smaller radir.rs of curvati;re.

It should also be noted that nomentum effects play a role in determining

the radius of curvature of a jet. If the momentum flux per trni-t area were

large compared to that of the mainstream, the jet could be expected to

penetrate a considerable distance into the flow. Ðecreasing the momentrrln

by decreasing the mass florv rate of the jet ivould decrease the depth of

penetration of the jet. This factor is further evident at one-ha1f bleed

in Figures 40 and 41. Once again the zone of recirculation is decreased in

size a¡rd the radius of cuwature is decreased. Finally in Figures 42 and 43,

at one-quarter of the maximum bleed Tate, the recirculation region is
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detectable only on the horizontal p1ate. The deflection of the mainstream

is minimal but sti11 indicates that a1l the flolv mechanisms (i"e" the main

horseshoe voïtex, and the smaller leadì-ng edge vortex and separation

bubble) rvhich ôperated at full b1eed, operate as lorv as one-quarter bleeci

as lve11.

5.3 Variation of Efficienry ivíth the Config:ration of Blorting

Initially, the testing was concerned with three different con-

figurations, the circular jet, the rectangular jet, æd the slotted jet.

The slotted jet brought a number of interesting points to 1ight. In general,

it was found that the slotted jet induced s-=paration along one, trvo, three

and sometines all four rva11s. The variation in efficienq¡ rvith slot sizes

from I/16rr to Ïr is shown in Figure 25. fn general, the larger the size of

the slot (i.e. greater bleed mass florv) the larger the range of control of

diffuser efficiency. Notice also that the initial gradient (i.e. blorving

from one side only) is steeper than the gradient at any other point on the

curves. Some evidence rvas also fourd that the diffuser efficienry (at

no b1eecl) improved lvith slot size up to approximately 3/8". In effect, a

rectangular gïoove ivas formed just upstream of the throat of the diffuser

rvhen the rectangular bleed slot was sealed off to produce the no bleed

condition. It is suspected that a recirculation was set up in the sealed

off slot lvhich prevented a further thickening of the bor;ndary layer as the

no-slip condition at the rva11 no longer applied. The larger the size of

the groove the gt"ur"r the length of "non-grorvth" of the boundary 1ayer,

and tlrerefore the thinner the bor¡-Ld ary layer entering the diffuser. In

general ìrowever, on a t¡rit mass basis, the slotted jet could.not create as
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great a loss in efficiency as the circular jets.

In Figure 26, a comparison is made beûveen the slotted jet and

the circular jets. If the area of the slot rvas n.ade to coincide with the

total area of the seven jets spaced along the l,¡al1 and if the pressure

difference sustained across the jet aperture can be assumed to be the sane

for both the slot and the circular jets, then the d.ifferences shorv'n in

Figure 26 san be attributed to the manner in rvhich the trvo different ttspes

of jets affect the mainstrean florv. The graph suggests that the circular

jets are the most efficient (An = 6.8%) and the slotted jets the least

efficient (An = 5.6%) method of controlling diffuser efficienq¡. Although

sufficient information is lacking to present a clear picture of holv the

jet configuration controls the efficienq¡, a possible interpretation is

suggested belorv.

In order to simplify the problem consider the slotted jet as a

trvo dinensional jet as in lfzl. The boundary'Iayer upstrean of the jet is

completely entrained by the jet.and lifted over the separation bubble. C¡nce

the jet has reattached a certain portion of the floru r'ri1l move dor,rmstreanr

forming a nel^r boundary layer and the remaining fluid rvi11 be recirculatec'l-

in the separation bubble. The nel'/ bomdary layer dorrrnstream will be con-

siderably thicker than it formerly Ì{as as it norv consists of florq from the

turbulent jet as rvell'as the o1d boundary 1,ayer rvhich rvas entrained and

accelerated by the jet. Spalding [15] suggests that the position of stal1

in an adverse pressure gradient is proportional to the thiclcress of the

boundary layer as the florv approaches the adverse pressure gradient. It

rnay be deduced therefore that diffuser perfomìance relies heavily on the

thiclcress of the bor-rnclary layer at its inlet.
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Consider the case of the slotted jet versus the circular jet"

fn one ca-se, the jet may be considered essentially trvo dimensional; in the other,

the jet and other related phenomena are three dimensional. Rather than a

two dimensional separation bubble, a recirculatj-on region is formed behind

the circular -iet.- A strong horseshoe vortex is set up around the jet ancl

trails off dorvnstream. These rrerv flor^¡ mechanisms have two inrportant effects

on the florv-'in the diffuser.

First, there is a decrease in the conponent of momentum in the dor,n-

stream direction as the rotational component of momentum of the horseshoe vortex

increases in nagnitude. Tlius the net rate of change of momentun dorunstreram

is decreasing resulting in a conponent of resistive force in the upstrearr

direction. The resistive force in the irpstream direction has a tendenry to

retard the flolv and thicken the bor:ndary layer as it moves dorn¡nstream.

Seconciiy, md perha¡ls rn<-rsC imporla:rt, sepatalio¡r'rrray be induced in iire

corners of the diffuser by positioning the trvo sets of jets in close proximity

to each other as in Figure 45. The horseshoe vortices'tend to combine to

pwp fluid out of the coïneï. This results in a pair of vortices recircrr-

lating in the separation region as shol.¡n. This separation region can be

detected in Figure 44 along the lorver edge of the plate

Disregarding for the moment the fact that the circular jets gave

ttre greatest decrease-in efficienq¡ per r:nit bleed mass, there rvere several

other factors rvhich made the choice of a circular jet more preferable than

.a slotted jet. Circular holes could be quite easily and accurately placed

in the full scale tr-mnel, but not so for a slot. - Circular holes rvould

cause far less stmctural rvealcress t]ran a slot across the entire side or

sides of the diffusing section- in the rvindtrmnel" Lastly, a manifold for a



slot which rvould ensure a uriform distribution of bleed mass

would be difficult to design and construct.
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5"4 ValiatioTs in Diffuser_ Florv lt'fg-chqglsms lIith Þlass_Injection Rate

Ilaving investigated the effect of the jets on the mainstream at

the point of injection, the next series of tests were concerned with the
.,)

resultant f1o'¡ behaviour in the diffuser dorvnstream of the jets. Pitot

traverses rvere taken at five stations: one urpstream of the diffuser; three

within the diffuser; and one dol,¡nstream of the diffuser in the straight cluct.

The traverses rvere performed for the no b1eed, one-half bleed and fuil

bleed conditions. The resulting contour plots of the velocity fields are

shom in Figr-rres 46 to 60.

Figures 46 to 50 deal rvith the velocity fields at stations 1 to 5

with no mass being injected (i.e. the no bleed condition). The inlet velocity

field at station 1 shor'¡¡r in Figure 46 is highly non-rniform (as it is in

Figures 51 and 5ó for the one-half and ful1 bleed conditions respectively).

Screens dolr,nstream of the fan break up the large vortices created by the

centrifugal fan but the resulting florv lacks consistenry betrveen the three

different bleed conditions at this station. The vortices off the screens

die out as the florv moves through the 7" seitling region prior to the

diffuser inlet. This results in a flol with a high speed core and a

reLatively thin bound.ary layer entering the diffuser. As the area of the

diffuser increases dorv'nstrea:n, the velocity decreases and the boundary layer

tirickens. The boundary layer thiclcress may be approxinated by that portion

of the fluid closest to the lva1l ruhere there seelrs to be the highest con-

centration of contour lines. In general, the florv in the difftrser at the

no bleed condition is rve1l behaved rvith no separation in the corners or along
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the lva1ls 
"

The flow pattern changes isith the presence of a jet blolving into

the stream" At one-ha1f bleed, the velocity field is once again highly

uniform at stâtion 1 (Figure 51). At stations 2, 3 and 4 hoi'¡ever the

plots of 
. 
Figr,rres 52, 53 and 54 indicate a zone of separation in each corner.

This 1oca1 separation is thought to be caused by the horseshoe vortices

being carriecl downstream setting up a recirculation zone as suggested in

Figure 45. Figure 55 shorvs that there is no separation indicated in the

corners at st.ation É. Thus even though ther flol^¡ is under the influence of

an adyerse pressure gradíent, teattachment occulrs at some distance dorrrn-

strearn. This reattachment process bears c-l-oser scrutiny.

Consider a particle of fluid very close to the wa11 approaching

the zone of separation in the corner. Prior to encountering the recircu-

lating flow t.his particle rvould have a negligible velocity. Hor¡ever, once

it reaches the recirculating zone it is entrained by the recirculating flolv

and accelerated out into the mainstream. Thus the fluid rvhich once consti-

tuted the lovrer edge of the bor-ndary layer, norv has a finite velocity. The

point (or lile) of zero velocity (i.e. the location of the ner^¡ lower edge of

the boundary Tayer) has been displaced toivard the wa1l to the point where the

lolver boundary upper portion of the recirculating zone meets the upper

boundary of the toweí portion of the recirculating zone (i.e. approxinately the

niddle of the recirculation region). Joining the points of zero velocity

along the length of the recirculation zone results in a new boundary layer

thiclcness equivalent to the old bourdary layer (since accelerated) plus

approximately one-half of the thiclsress of the recirculating florv. At

the dolr'nstream end of the circulation region the point of zero velocity is

once again very close to the rvall. At this point horvever, the flow splits:
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the florv above the recirculation zone continues dorr'nstream along the wa11,

whereas the flow moving dor^¡nstream in the separation bubble is recirculated

trpstream once again. The flolv has therefore reattached.

I'fuch the same pïocess occurs at the fu11 bleed condition.

Figure 56 depicts the same irregular flow field as i¡ the one-half bleed

and no bleed condj-tions at station 1. Figures 57, 58 and 59 shorv a somelhat

larger region of separation in each corner than at the one-half bleed con-

dition.. There is once again no detectable zone of separation at station 5

in Figure 60.

It nay be concluded therefore that. the only difference induced in

diffuser flow mechalisms by varying the mass bleed rate occuf in the size of

the zone of separation in,the corners of the diffuser.

5"5 Variallols in Diffusg'Efficienqr lVith Mass Florv Rate

. The basic puïpose behind the presenl study rvas to determine the

magnitude of the drange in diffuser efficienqr that could be induced by

varying the bleed rate in the upstream jets through their entire bleed Tange.

T\+o tests nere performed, one at a maximum upstream velocity of 86 ftfsec.,

and a second at one-half that va1ue" The results are shov¡n in Figures 61

and 62 
,.

.In Figure ó1 the bleed mass, \, has been normaTízed rvith respect

to the upstream mass flor,r' of the mainstream, M_. If the apparatus had per-

formed as anticipated the bleed range should have varied from zero to 3.0%.

As it was horvever, a 9.22% decrease in diffr-rser efficiency was achieved lvith

a 2.3% bleed range. In Figure 61, the bleed rate ivas varied from zero to

full bleed and then back to zero again. There is a definite indication of
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hysterisis in the system as depicted by the lower curve on the p1ot. It

is not a significant effect (anrounting to only a fraction of Leo of

efficiency) but it is consistent.

In Figure 62, the fan has been throttled r.rntil the velocity up-

stream of the diffuser r^ras approximately one-half of its former value. The

static pressure in the tturrel i:rcreased significantly and therefore the

mass floiv rate in the jet should be significantly decreased. The maximun

bleed rate hol'¡ever dropped to only 2.1% and the change in diffuser efficiency

amounted to 8.91%. This rvould tend to indicate tirat the mass injection

system would be equally efficient at contrclling the diffuser perforrnancr>

over a wide range of upstream conditions.

A more complete analysis of the design considerations of the mass

injection system for the ful1 scale rvind tumel is presented in Appendix Bt

6. GENERAI CONCLUSIONS

The development of the mass injection apparatus through the va:rious

stages to its present form necessitated a cornparison beû.qeen slotted,

rectangular and circular jets. Diffuser efficiency could be decreased as

nn-rdt as 50% rvith a 1" slot. Ilorvever, when these three configurations were

conipared on a percentãge decrease in efficiency per unit injected mass basis,

the circular jet proved superior. After a lengthy experimental procedure,

the circuLar jets v¿ere found to perform best in the corners of the duct

just upstream of the d.iffuser inlet
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Harring established the optinuun form of injection, the characteristics

of tåe floiv about the jets in the corners rvere investigated. Using a liquid

filrn tedtnique, a single jet deflected by a florv at right angles to it was

fourd to produce a three di-mensional zone of recirculatíon directly behind

ard beneath it, as well as a horseshoe vortex rvhich rvrapped around either

side of the jet. The florv about the double jet of the mass injection

systen was identical rvith that of the singie jet, except that the horseshoe

vortex of the upstream jet aids in supplying fluid to the horseshoe vortex

of the d.orcnstream jet. Both the horseshoe yoïtex and the zone of separation

in each jet persisted rve1l belorv "" flg4 = 0.25,

ft rvas also found that if the jets rvere spaced closely enough

together so that the horseshoe vortices on one rval1 of the corner would

interact rvith the horseshoe vortices on the otìrer wa1l of the corner, a

local separation was prociuced jn that corner of the diftuser. Separatiorr in

tlte corner l{as for¡rd. to persist throughout almost the entire length of the

diffuser as these horseshoe vortices travelled dor,,nstrea:n. Reattachment to

the walls of the diffuser occurs near the do',,¡nstream end of the cliffuser ¿rt

sunrably rnost of the 
"n"tgy 

in the horseshoe vortices hasvñich point prer

beqr dissipated. The major effect of decreasing the bleed rate in the jet

was a decrease in the nngnitude of the separated region in the corners at

each station. ''

Varying the bleed rate of the jet led to a decrease in the magnitude

of. the florv mechanisms within the diffuser. The resulting clecrease in

d.iffuser efficienry'for the fan at ful1 throttle over a bleed range of

2"3% was 9.222. At one-half throttle, the bleed Tange r'ras reduceð to 2.I%

a¡rd the .ott"rpo.rd.ing change in difftser efficiency rn,as B .gI%. Therefore,
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diffuser efficienq¡ control rqithin this range is relatively uraffected by

the magnitude of the inlet velocity. The system does holvever have its

lirLitations aitd cannot negate a 20 ft/sec speed fluctuation solely on its

otrn. It rvoulú seem like1y then that some other means of i¡rcreasiag the

resistance to flow in the tunnel (possibly more base bleed rylinders) would

have to be .Éeveloped. This additional resistance, ',.,'t"n conbined. with the

variable resistance in the diffi.rser, would produce the required resistance

to the flow in the tr.u-r¡rel.
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APPENDIX A

A FLUIDIC hIINYi'LNNEL SPEED STABILIZATION SYSTEM

Measurements made. on model aircraft in a closed circuit subsonic

r,rindtunnel are highly sensitive to variations in the airspeed in the test

section (i.e. both pressures and forces arç proportional to the square of

the airspeed). Excluding high frequency variations ó.re to turbulence

levelr.the ca.rses of loiv fiequency variatio;rs are: (1) unsteady drive

urit; (2) sper;d clrift d-re to the heating of the air; (3) changed loading

on the turnel due to varying model incidence , yãw, or pitch.

Ihe speed control at any set operating point is usually manually

adjusted, but, due to large inertias of the rotating parts and the cir-

3sponse times are slow Furthermore, a great deal of skil1culating air, r(

is required to naintain a constant speed lvithin narro\{ limits. An autom:rtic

control systern could be electro-mechanical, fluidic mechanical, or.purel;'

fluidic in nature. A fluidic system would use air to interfere directly

with the tunnr:l air ancl therefore elininate.the large inertias of the
.

drive rinit ancl other nechanical components. A fluidic system rvould also

boast rapid ïesponse times and a high degree of reliability as there are no

noving parts

. The fwrctioí of a fluidic systen rvould be to sense the speed of

the airflow and counteract the variations from the nominal setting by means

of a variable fluid resistance in the tururel circuit. The control system

is shor"n in Figure A1 and rvould operate as follorvs.

A fluidic speed sensor placed at a convenient location in the

ttmnel rvould be connected to a fluidic conparator rvhich rvould detect any

change rvith respect to a set speed and give a þressure output as a ftnction
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of the speed error. A study of the static no-1oad performance of the

speed sensor incorporating the compaiator rvas reported t1]. Its principal

of operation is based on tlvo total head tubes placed at some distance

apart in the fu1ly developed. portion of a high velocity jet issuing from

a supply nozzle. l'Vhen this apparatus is placed normal to a lorv velocity

cross-flotv the jet is deflected in the dolrnstream direction. As one totitl

head tube is farther dor^¡¡rstream of the supply jet than the other, one will
eriperience a different stagnation"pressure due to the deflection of the

'jet. The difference in stagnation pressures is a measure of the cross-fiow

velocity.

the fluidic anemometer can also act as a comparator for the colrtrol

system. The ínclination of the supply nozzle to the cross-flow caL be set

irr order to find a zero stagnation pressure difference at any cross-f1ow

velocity up to a maximum of 40 ft/sec. Once there is a pressure deflection

from this setting an error signal is amplified through several stages until

the flow is sufficiently large gnough to dr.ive the variable resistances.

In order not to change the air mass circulating in the tunnel, the air

supply for the floiv amplifier is to be takern from the tunnel settling charrùer.

To vary the control resistances rr,ith this constant mass f1ol,

two separate clevices are to be used, one rvhich increases the tunnel re-

sistance with increase of control flow rate, md one rvhich decreases

resistance lvith flov¡ rate. By dividing the total available flow rate through

the fluidic araplifier betrveen these two resistances as a function of the

input from the comparator, the resulting change in resistance to the

tunnel flolv is additive.
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The tr,vo modes of varying the resistance are: (1) variation of the

drag of. blunt based bodies by means of base bleed, anð (2) control of the

efficienq¡ of the di-ffuser in the tunnel circuit by btolving. General

characteristics of base bleed investigated by A.U/.M. Bertels in his thesls,
I'The Reduction of the Drag of T\vo Dimenaionsl Blunt Based Bodies by

Blotving" [3.] -sholv that drag decreases rvith bleed rate. The present thesj.s

shotvs that the resistance to flow in the diffuser section of the lvindtunrLel

rvi11 increase lvith increasing amor;nt of blowing. These two pieces of
'apparatus combined will yield the desired additive effect.
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APPENDIX B

DESIG{ CONSIDERA|IO\S FOR THE FTJLL SCALE IVINY|UNNEL

The closed circui-t windtunnel in the lt{echanical Engineering

Laboratory at the University of l.{anitoba is driven by a gas engine ivhose

speed may drift during the course of a test. For the design of a suitable

control system, a maxinmm speed error of t' Z0 ft/sec was assumed. The

working section of the tr:nnel is 18" in diameter and operates at a maxirn-rm

.velocity of 150 ft/sec. A porver analysis is performed in order to deter-

mine the change in diffuser efficienqf required to nullify a fluctuation

in velocity of 40 ft/sec. It is assumed that one-half of the pohrer

requirements are absorbed by the diffuser and one-half by the base q¡linders

apparatus.

Tne K.E. of the r=rorv in the working sectioiì

= 4p$y3

,- -. 1 -- ]I -- ,Igr2 7='s2xñ* ä" (iZ) x (1s0)

= zrro rl;lb-r
sec

::

Applying a poh'er factor of 3/4, the rate oF supply of K.E.

= 3/4 x 71ro = s3so +#
The volune flolv rate ö = OU

=ä* Ct.s)2* 1s0

= 265 ft3/sec.

The porver lost in the diffuser = Q (Hf - HZ)

¿'
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l4akíng use of Bernoullirs equation:

Hl = Pl *%pu.Z Hz = Pz * >reuzz

. . H1 - HZ = Pl - P, + 
'zgurz 

- ,iQDz

= pl - pZ + tâpul' ,t -?ì'

Horvever fróm continuity 04111 = pL.vz

" tz-41
"ul

Using the pressure definition, diffüser efficiency

Pz-Pt
rì =

Az

(1)

(2)

(3)
%puL lL -(^r/A)¿l

Substituting equations (2) and (3) into (1)

????
H1 - H, = -\tzeur" [r - 6r/A)'] + %put" [1 - (Ar/Aù"1

'))
= ,-eeul [1 - A1lA)"] [1 - n].

Assume that the tunnel speed is stabilizeð at 100 ft/sec. The

rúnim'un turnel speed would then be 80 ft/sec, the maximun 720 f.t/sec. The

minimum input porùer lvould be

5330 x (-$)3 = B0B ft-lbf/sec.-15U-

The maxinn-rm input polver would be

Siio x r14r3 = 2720 ft-lbflsectm-j

.".Po,u"t at t^tf s = 2720 - 808 = 7912 ft-lbf/sec

where vtfs = working section.
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It is assuned that one-ha1f the por^/er at the lvorking section would

equal the change in poiver in the diffusing section and one-ha1f would equal

the change in power at the base bleed rylinders.

Assr¡ne that the diffuser efficiency has changed to a nel^/ value

\2 in order that

|-rL Itowet at wf s = A Porver in diffuser.

P-l - P-I
= 2 'r

, 
o %pui'U- (Ar/Aù"1

." . nrt - or-t = nr4ou\z lL -(Ar/Aù21 (1)

Recalculating the change in total pressure across the diffi.rser

nrt - nrt = ort - nrt * r,puTz 11 - (A./Aù?J. (r;)

Assune that the velocity at the oiffi.rser inlet is the same in

bothcases. ..uI-rrt

Substituting (4) into (5)

11????
H1- - Hz- = \2rzeur' [1 - (AI/Aù'] + LzQUI lI -(\/A)"1

))
= l4pur [1 - (Ar/A)"] [1 - nz]

A Power in diffus"t = Öo (H., - HZ)
/I

^ 
(H1- Hz) - (Hrt - nrt)

))'¡7.
= L,eur [1 - (Ar/Aù"] [1 - nr] - r,eùL [1 - (Ar/Aì"] [1 - nz]

))
= t'.eu.- [1 - (AI/Aù'] [1 - nr - 1 + nz]

= %pur tl - (Ar/Aù21 [n, : n1l
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. .A power in diffus"t = qrrp.rrz tl - (A,/Aù?J [n, - nrJ

-.onz-nl =ffiq;p.l' [1 - çar/n)"J
(6)

Substituting into equation (6) and noting that AL/AZ = 1/4

ta x 791,2,3 - rr=

= 0.785

îhe required efficienq¡ change tc, cotrnteract a fluctuation of

! 20 ft/sec in the tr.:nnel speed would be 78.5%. This figure was sub-

sequently foind to be unrealistic as the required bleed mass to create

such a change in diffuser efficienry rvould produce undesirable disturbances

in the settling chanber of tJre windtunnel.
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FIGURE 3I 
DOUBLE JET - FULL BLEED _ VERTICAL PLANE
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FIGURE 3 3
DOUBLE JET- FULL BLEED - VERTICAL PLANE OF
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FIGURE 35
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FIGURE 36
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FIGURE 42
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